“COOKING DELIGHT” with show host Jennifer Burns
to air on KJZZ two times a week starting June 28
May 23, 2008, Salt Lake City, Utah…..KJZZ-TV will air “Cooking Delight” a television
show with host Jennifer Burns. The show concept is “a party in the kitchen”, a highenergy original program featuring a variety of themes, original recipes, celebrity guests,
live musicians and different artists. The program promotes cooking in a fun atmosphere,
encouraging viewers to “To Be an Artist in Their Kitchen!”
Jennifer Burns, an Ogden Valley resident, enjoys sharing her love of cooking without
living by the “rules” of a recipe. Jennifer has been doing cooking demonstrations across
Utah and California with the “Cooking Delight” concept. Additionally, she has written a
cookbook featuring all original recipes, including 40 original pieces of art and a music
CD keeping with the theme, encouraging people to “make the recipes their own”.
“The essence of “Cooking Delight” is to inspire others to become more creative while
cooking with their family and friends and to have more fun in their kitchens,” said
“Cooking Delight” host Jennifer Burns. “Everyone can relate to food, music and art on
some level and by having those elements in the “Cooking Delight” kitchen, I hope people
view preparing a dish more as an art form. I want everyone that cooks, to leave the
kitchen being more creatively fulfilled. We will also have a variety of guests that will
entertain both men and women.”
The “Cooking Delight” show will air weekends on KJZZ-14 and will tape weekly at the
KJZZ studio in Salt Lake City. The show airs Saturday afternoon at 4:00 and Sunday
afternoon at 2:00 MST. It will include a live studio audience and celebrity guests from
sports, TV, film and music. For more information, go to www.KJZZ.com or
www.CookingDelight.tv. You can view a 3-minute video of the show online.
“Jennifer’s knowledge and enthusiasm for food, art and music, along with her vivacious
personality is contagious,” said Dean Paynter, Director of Program Development, KJZZTV. “We recognized immediately that our viewers would really connect with her and
enjoy her style of cooking demonstration and her ability to relate to people. Her energy is
non-stop and you have fun watching and listening to her.”
Jennifer will also make regular guest appearances on KJZZ-TV’s morning shows,
including KJZZ Café and the soon to air women’s morning show the “Home Team”.
“Cooking Delight” will cross-promote in Megaplex Theaters pre-feature entertainment
content. The inaugural “Cooking Delight” show is set to air Saturday, June 28.
###
Contact Information:
KJZZ-TV, Dean Paynter
Director of Program Development
801-238-6311
dpaynter@kjzz.com
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“Cooking Delight”, Jennifer Burns
Producer, Host
801-745-6765
info@cookingdelight.tv
www.CookingDelight.tv (WATCH THE PROMO VIDEO ONLINE!)
Media inquiries or interview requests for Jennifer Burns, contact:
Power Media Group
Stephanie DeGraw, CEO
801-627-0430
powermedia06@yahoo.com
Note: Pictures and the “Cooking Delight” and KJZZ logos are available upon request via
email.
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